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Why the lack of AI?

Industry historically concerned with
realistic graphics

AI given little development time — one
of last things added

Few processor cycles devoted to AI
Disconnect from academic research

means lack of understanding, distrust



Illusion of intelligence

Finite State Machines/Fuzzy State
Machines

Cheating
Scripting
Decision trees with A* search



RTS games

 Command and Conquer,
Warcraft, Starcraft…

 Player controls unit,
collects/manages
resources, attacks/
defends territory,
builds settlement, etc.
in parallel

 AI needed for human-
commanded objects
and for intelligent
strategic opponent

Warcraft 3 Screen Shot

http://www.strategy-
gaming.com/screen_shots/warcraft_iii_beta/WC3ScrnShot_020
802_155323.jpg



RTS: A challenging domain

Partially Observable
Imperfect information
Complex
Time constraints



Adaptive AI technique
requirements

Computational:
Speed
Effectiveness
Robustness
Efficiency

Functional:
Clarity
Variety
Consistency
Scalability

According to Spronck, Ponsen, Sprinkhuizen-Kuyper, Postma (2006)



Dynamic scripting

Online generation of scripts from
rulebase

Rules based on game-state
Rules have weighted probability of

selection
Fitness: overall and state-specific



Does it meet the eight
requirements?

Speed, effectiveness, robustness,
clarity, variey

Efficiency?
Consistency?

Initial weights

Scalability?
Top culling



Results of early research

Using manual rulebases:
In balanced tactics, DS proved to adapt

quickly and efficiently
In specialized “super tactics”, unable

to adapt
Evolution allowed for better

adaptation to specialized
Disproved programmer domain knowledge



Improving dynamic scripting

 Evolutionary state-based tactics
generator (Ponson, et al 2006)

1. EA - Evolutionary Algorithm
2. KT - Knowledge Transfer
3. DS - Testing through Dynamic Scripting



Step 1: EA

Chromosome Encoding
Divided into states, states contain genes
4 gene types

 Fitness
Goal: generate chromosome exceeding target

value or max number
Genetic Operators

State crossover
Gene replace mutation
Gene biased mutation
Randomization



Step 2: KT
Tactics depend on available

units/technology
Chromosome is split and inserted.
Why split?

Genes cause state change, so part of new tactic

Step 3: DS
Research resulted in strong fitness



ESTG improvements

Now able to defeat Soldier’s Rush
Test held against student-design

strategies: overwhelming success
Doesn’t rely on designer domain

knowledge



Should academic researchers
care about game AI?

Impact
Scalability for illusions – Game

programmers need academic help
Hardware advancements
Human-level AI research opportunity,

demand
Money


